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Abstract

■ The role of the anterior temporal lobes (ATLs) in semantic
cognition is not clear from the current literature. Semantic de-
mentia patients show a progressive and a specific semantic im-
pairment, following bilateral atrophy of the ATLs. Neuroimaging
studies of healthy participants, however, do not consistently
show ATL activation during semantic tasks. Consequently, sev-
eral influential theories of semantic memory do not ascribe
a central role to the ATLs. We conducted a meta-analysis of
164 functional neuroimaging studies of semantic processing
to investigate factors that might contribute to the inconsistency
in previous results. Four factors influenced the likelihood of
finding ATL activation: (1) the use of PET versus fMRI, reflecting
the fact that fMRI but not PET is sensitive to distortion artifacts

caused by large variations in magnetic susceptibility in the area
of the ATL; (2) a field of view (FOV) of more than 15 cm, thereby
ensuring whole-brain coverage; (3) the use of a high baseline
task to prevent subtraction of otherwise uncontrolled semantic
activation; (4) the inclusion of the ATL as an ROI. The type of
stimuli or task did not influence the likelihood of ATL activation,
consistent with the view that this region underpins an amodal
semantic system. Spokenwords, written words, and picture stim-
uli produced overlapping ATL peaks. On average, these were
more inferior for picture-based tasks. We suggest that the spe-
cific pattern of ATL activation may be influenced by stimulus
type due to variations across this region in the degree of connec-
tivity withmodality-specific areas in posterior temporal cortex. ■

INTRODUCTION

Semantic memory refers to our mental representations of
the meaning of words, objects, people, and factual infor-
mation about the world. It is essential for human com-
munication and cognition, yet there is still considerable
controversy about its neural basis. Inferior frontal, infe-
rior parietal, and temporal cortex have all been associated
with semantic processing, but agreement about the con-
tribution of each of these areas has not been achieved.
In particular, the involvement of the anterior temporal
lobes (ATLs) is not clear from the existing literature: Func-
tional neuroimaging investigations using PET and fMRI
and patients with dementia and stroke aphasia have given
rise to conflicting conclusions about this region. This
study seeks to clarify these inconsistencies by considering
factors that might account for variation in the results of
functional neuroimaging studies.
Patient studies provide some of the best evidence to

date about the brain regions that are essential for seman-
tic cognition. Arguably, the purest semantic deficits are
seen in semantic dementia (SD): These patients show a
progressive deterioration of semantic knowledge despite
largely preserved sensory and language skills and memory
for recent events (Hodges, Patterson, Oxbury, & Funnell,

1992; Snowden,Griffiths,Neary,&Mann, 1989;Warrington,
1975). Patients with SD have circumscribed atrophy and
hypometabolism of the ATLs bilaterally, and the degree
of this damage correlates with the severity of the seman-
tic impairment (Noppeney et al., 2007; Nestor, Fryer, &
Hodges, 2006; Davies, Graham, Xuereb, Williams, &
Hodges, 2004; Gorno-Tempini et al., 2004; Galton et al.,
2001; Mummery et al., 2000). They have impaired com-
prehension and production in a wide range of semantic
tasks, affecting spoken and written words, pictures, ob-
jects, environmental sounds, and smells (Coccia, Bartolini,
Luzzi, Provinciali, & Lambon Ralph, 2004; Bozeat, Lambon
Ralph, Patterson, Garrard, & Hodges, 2000). The consis-
tency of the impairment across these different input and
output modalities suggests that the ATL acts as a semantic
hub, combining information from different sensory and
motor areas to form amodal semantic representations
(Patterson, Nestor, & Rogers, 2007; Rogers et al., 2004).
This allows the ATLs to map between different modality-
specific representations and to make appropriate general-
izations based on central semantic relationships rather
than superficial similarities found in one particular domain
(Lambon Ralph & Patterson, 2008). Further evidence for
the ATLs as a semantic “hub” comes from patients with
herpes simplex virus encephalitis (HSVE). HSVE pro-
duces bilateral frontotemporal damage overlapping with
the regions damaged in SD and also gives rise to amodal1University of Manchester, 2University of York
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semantic deficits (Lambon Ralph, Lowe, & Rogers, 2007;
Noppeney et al., 2007; Kapur et al., 1994). Moreover, repet-
itive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) of the ATLs
in healthy volunteers disrupts performance on both verbal
and nonverbal semantic tasks, but not nonsemantic con-
trol tasks matched for difficulty, confirming the conclu-
sions of these patient studies (Lambon Ralph, Pobric, &
Jefferies, 2009; Pobric, Jefferies, & Lambon Ralph, 2007).

Comprehension impairment is also frequently ob-
served in the context of stroke aphasia (e.g., Wernickeʼs
aphasia, transcortical aphasia, and global aphasia). How-
ever, in contrast to SD andHSVE, these semantic problems
are associated with left temporo-parietal and inferior fron-
tal infarcts and not damage to ATLs ( Jefferies & Lambon
Ralph, 2006; Berthier, 2001; Chertkow, Bub, Deaudon, &
Whitehead, 1997). Stroke rarely produces ATL lesions
(and almost never produces bilateral infarcts) for two rea-
sons: (i) in most individuals, the ATL has a double blood
supply (via the anterior temporal cortical artery of themid-
dle cerebral artery and the anterior temporal branch of the
distal posterior cerebral artery) (Conn, 2003); and (ii) the
anterior temporal cortical artery branches below the main
trifurcation of the middle cerebral artery, making it poten-
tially less vulnerable to emboli (Borden, 2006). As a conse-
quence, models of the neural basis of semantic memory
based on stroke data alone consider left temporo-parietal
and inferior frontal regions to be the critical substrate for
semantic memory and overlook the contributions of ATLs
(Wise, 2003).

When considered in totality (i.e., stroke, dementia,
etc.), the neuropsychological evidence suggests that all
three regions (bilateral ATL, left temporo-parietal cortex,
and left inferior frontal cortex) make a necessary contri-
bution to semantic cognition; however, their respective
roles may be different. Some aphasic individuals with left
frontal or temporo-parietal damage can fail the same range
of verbal and nonverbal semantic tasks as SD patients but
have difficulty applying their semantic knowledge in a
task-appropriate fashion rather than showing the dete-
rioration of amodal semantic knowledge seen in SD—a
pattern we have dubbed “semantic aphasia” ( Jefferies,
Patterson, & Lambon Ralph, 2008; Jefferies, Baker, Doran,
& Lambon Ralph, 2007; Jefferies & Lambon Ralph, 2006;
Metzler, 2001; Thompson-Schill, DʼEsposito, Aguirre, &
Farah, 1997). Thus, left frontal/temporo-parietal areas may
contribute to executive control over semantic processing,
whereas bilateral ATL provides the substrate for the se-
mantic store itself (Noonan, Jefferies, Corbett, & Lambon
Ralph, in press; Jefferies & Lambon Ralph, 2006).

The neural network underlying normal semantic pro-
cessing has also been studied widely in functional neuro-
imaging studies of healthy participants; however, these
techniques have produced inconsistent findings and are
not in complete agreement with neuropsychological stud-
ies. For example, many fMRI studies report activation
within prefrontal and temporo-parietal areas during se-
mantic tasks but do not observe activation within the ATLs

(Denkova, Botzung, & Manning, 2006; Gold et al., 2006;
Mechelli, Sartori, Orlandi, & Price, 2006; Wible et al.,
2006; Chee, Westphal, Goh, Graham, & Song, 2003; Demb
et al., 1995). These activated regions overlapwith the areas
implicated by patients with semantic aphasia, and the con-
vergence of these literatures has led some researchers
to conclude that the critical neural substrate for seman-
tic memory is outside the ATLs (Martin, 2007; Catani &
Ffytche, 2005). In line with the poor regulatory control
of semantic activation seen in patients with semantic apha-
sia, activation in left prefrontal and temporo-parietal re-
gions has been linked to controlled semantic retrieval
and executive demands of semantic tasks rather than to
the activation of semantic representations per se (Scott,
Leff, & Wise, 2003; Thompson-Schill, 2003; Gabrieli,
Poldrack, & Desmond, 1998; Price et al., 1996; Demonet
et al., 1992). In addition, activation within posterior tem-
poral regions is likely to contribute to knowledge of spe-
cific visual attributes, such as color, form, and motion,
whereas premotor and inferior parietal areas are thought
to play a role in praxis knowledge (for reviews, see Martin,
2007; Thompson-Schill, 2003). There is considerable de-
bate about whether direct links between these modality-
specific areas are sufficient for semantic processing, or
whether an additional amodal semantic hub within the
ATLs is required to uncover “deep” semantic relationships
(Lambon Ralph, Sage, Jones, & Mayberry, 2010; Lambon
Ralph & Patterson, 2008; Patterson et al., 2007). In this
context, the absence of ATL activation in many functional
neuroimaging studies of semantic cognition presents a
major challenge to the view that this brain region has a
central role in the semantic network.
In considering the functional neuroimaging of the ATL,

however, it is critically important to bear in mind that us-
ing fMRI to probe the function of this region is known to
be problematic. The fMRI signal is distorted near air-filled
cavities, such as the sinuses, due to discrepancies in the
magnetic susceptibility across different tissue types (e.g.,
air, bone, water). This “susceptibility artifact” leads to a
loss of signal from the ATLs (both spatial distortion and
signal break up if using gradient EPI), potentially explain-
ing the absence of ATL activation in many fMRI studies
of semantic memory ( Jezzard, Matthews, & Smith, 2001;
Schmithorst, Dardzinski, & Holland, 2001; Devlin et al.,
2000). PET is not subject to these distortions, and there-
fore having controlled for other relevant factors (see be-
low), we would expect most PET studies to reveal ATL
activation during semantic processing. Direct support for
this suggestion was obtained by Devlin et al. (2000) who
found ATL activation using PET but not fMRI for the same
semantic task.
It is also possible that other factors relating to experimen-

tal design and data analysis might contribute to the sensi-
tivity of functional neuroimaging studies to signal in ATLs.
Given the substantial degree of inconsistency amongst
previous functional neuroimaging studies, the preemi-
nence of this methodology in cognitive neuroscience,
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and the considerable theoretical impact of previous null
results, it is essential to establish which factors have a ma-
jor influence on the likelihood of observing ATL activation
in neuroimaging studies of semantic memory. To address
this issue, we undertook a meta-analysis of 164 fMRI and
PET studies published between 1994 and 2008 that ex-
amined semantic processing. We investigated the impact
of a wide range of factors relating to imagingmethodology
and experimental design that could conceivably influence
the likelihood of observing significant activation within
ATLs. First, we contrasted studies using PET and fMRI to
establish whether there are genuine differences between
these imaging modalities, as anticipated by Devlin et al.
(2000). Second, we examined the FOV of the included
studies. Given that the ATL is one of themost inferior parts
of the brain, it is likely to be excluded from the image ac-
quisition in some studies with a restricted FOV. We exam-
ined, therefore, if studies with an FOV of more than 15 cm
(covering the whole brain) were more likely to report ATL
activation than those with a smaller FOV. Third, we exam-
ined several variables—namely year of publication, num-
ber of participants, use of ROI analysis, threshold level,
and degree of spatial smoothing—that might be expected
to influence the sensitivity of imaging studies to ATL acti-
vation. Experiments that include more participants and
ROI analyses should have greater statistical power, allow-
ing weaker ATL activation to reach the threshold for signif-
icance. Advances in imaging technology might also allow
weaker activations to be detected, although the higher
field strengths used in many modern MRI facilities are
likely to exacerbate distortion artifacts in the ATLs. In ad-
dition, the threshold level used during the analyses should
influence the results: Studies that use less stringent sta-
tistical thresholds are presumably more likely to report
weaker activations in ATLs. Finally, there is variation be-
tween neuroimaging studies in the degree of spatial
smoothing. This technique is used to increase the signal-
to-noise-ratio; however, the optimal size of the smoothing
kernel depends on the size of the activated area. If a large
kernel is used, small areas of activation can be missed and
visa versa.
Fourth, we investigated the effect of the different be-

havioral tasks used. The choice of baseline task might be
important because low-level baselines (e.g., rest or passive
viewing of scrambled letters) are likely to allow seman-
tic processing to continue during daydreaming or “idle”
thought. Thus, when low-level baselines are subtracted
from semantic tasks, large portions of the brain activity
attributable to conceptual processing may be removed
(Binder et al., 1999). Moreover, the choice of semantic
task is likely to be critical. The use of paced or difficult se-
mantic tasks might increase the signal from the ATLs
(Binder et al., 1994). In addition, individual studies have
shown greater ATL activation for specific-level concepts
(e.g., identifying an animal as a “poodle”) than for basic-
level concepts (e.g., identifying an animal as a “dog”)
(Rogers et al., 2006; Tyler et al., 2004).

Next, we considered the effect of the type of seman-
tic stimulus. We specified six different types of stimuli,
namely, pictures, auditory words, visual words, auditory
sentences, visual sentences, and environmental sounds.
If the ATL acts as a semantic hub, combining modality-
specific information from these different stimulus types
into amodal semantic representations, this area should
respond to all stimuli (Rogers et al., 2004). Nevertheless,
even within an amodal semantic hub, the specific pattern
of activation across the ATLs might vary according to the
task (although activation for different tasks should overlap).
For example, different processing streams—underlying
the recognition of pictures (in inferior temporal cortex)
versus auditory words (in superior temporal cortex)—
might converge on the temporal poles. In line with this
view, numerous studies have shown that posterior infe-
rior temporal regions are associated with visual form pro-
cessing, whereas activation in superior temporal areas is
linked to understanding spoken words (Okada &Hickok,
2006; Okada, Smith, Humphries, & Hickok, 2003; Scott &
Johnsrude, 2003; Chao, Weisberg, & Martin, 2002; Scott,
Blank, Rosen, &Wise, 2000; Chao, Haxby, &Martin, 1999;
Moore & Price, 1999; Martin, Wiggs, Ungerleider, & Haxby,
1996; Demonet et al., 1992). These two processing streams
may be differentially connected with inferior and superior
portions of ATLs, respectively. This does not necessitate
an absolute segregation of areas within the ATL; instead,
it is conceivable that all of the units in the ATLs contribute
to semantic processing for the full range of stimulus types,
but that the degree of their involvement depends on the
strength of connections into modality-specific posterior
temporal areas (for an implementation of this idea, see
Plaut, 2002). This would result in somewhat different pat-
terns of ATL activation for verbal versus nonverbal se-
mantic tasks. Thus, in addition to examining the effect of
various methodological factors on the likelihood of ob-
serving ATL activation, we also explored the possibility
that the location of these peak activations might vary ac-
cording to stimulus type.

Finally, we examined the degree of hemispheric spec-
ificity for different types of semantic tasks. Semantic im-
pairment follows bilateral ATL damage in patients with
SD and HSVE, suggesting that semantic knowledge may
be distributed across the two hemispheres. However, the
left and the right ATLs might have somewhat different
specializations. For example, Lambon Ralph, McClelland,
Patterson, Galton, and Hodges (2001) found that SD pa-
tients with more left- than right-sided atrophy (L > R) had
greater word-finding problems (anomia) than patients
with R > L atrophy with the same level of comprehen-
sion deficit. In addition, Snowden, Thompson, and Neary
(2004) demonstrated that SD patients with L > R atro-
phy identified famous faces better than famous names,
whereas R > L patients showed the opposite pattern.
Therefore, one possibility is that there is a division of labor
across the left and the right ATL brought about either by
left-hemisphere dominance for language or because the
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perceptual information that interacts with semantic rep-
resentations comes more strongly from right than left
posterior regions (Gainotti, 2007). Alternatively, both
hemispheres may contribute broadly equally to semantic
processing for words and pictures—which would fit with
the results of recent rTMS explorations of left versus right
ATL regions in normal participants (Lambon Ralph et al.,
2009). We examined these possibilities by looking at the
distribution of peaks across the hemispheres for pictorial
and verbal stimuli.

METHODS

Web of Knowledge (www.isiknowledge.com) was used to
identify fMRI and PET studies of semantic memory using
the following search terms: “fMRI” or “PET” combinedwith
“semantic,” “comprehension,” “conceptual knowledge,”
“naming,” “verbal fluency,” “lexical,” “sentence,” or “face.”
The inclusion and the exclusion criteria were as follows:
(1) PET and fMRI studies on the topic of semantic memory
were included; (2) the studies were published in peer-
reviewed journals (in English) between January 1994 and
March 2008; (3) studies were excluded when they did not
include ATL areas explicitly in their data acquisition or
analyses; and (4) studies were excluded if their focus
was on patients, sex differences, task switching, priming,
adaptation, metaphoric and idiom comprehension, bilin-
gualism, language development, syntax, workingmemory,
or episodic memory. We avoided more complex designs
(e.g., conjunctions of semantic and episodic memory) be-
cause our objective was to examine the general role of
ATLs in semantic processing. We also excluded studies
unlikely to include contrasts specifically focussed on seman-
tic memory (e.g., studies on metaphoric comprehension
that might subtract nonmetaphoric semantic processing).
This search identified 164 PET and fMRI studies ( listed
in the Supplementary Materials).

We conducted two sets of analyses. First, we investi-
gated the influence of each of the following factors on
the probability of ATL activation:

1. Imaging modality: PET (n = 71) or fMRI (n = 103).
2. FOV categorized as follows: less than 15 cm (n= 102)

and more than 15 cm (n = 22).
3. Stimulus type categorized as follows: pictures (n =

51), auditory words (n = 19), visual words (n = 59),
auditory sentences (n = 30), visual sentences (n=
17), and “other” (n = 19, of which 5 are environmen-
tal sounds).

4. Nature of semantic task categorized as follows: passive
listening to words, sentences or sounds (n = 38),
reading (n = 34), semantic judgment (n = 40), nam-
ing (n = 33), property verification (n = 14), lexical
decision (n= 10), verbal fluency (n= 12), and “other”
(n = 23).

5. Number of participants in the analysis.

6. Inclusion of ATLs as ROI in the analysis (n = 12).
7. Degree of spatial smoothing, examined separately for

a. fMRI using four categories; 1–3 mm (n = 6), 4–
6 mm (n= 34), 7–9 mm (n= 30), and 10–12 mm
(n = 16) smoothing.

b. PET using two categories: smoothing kernel
less than 15 mm (n = 21) or 15 mm and above
(n = 45).

Studies that did not report the degree of spatial
smoothing were excluded from this analysis (n= 22.)

8. Year of publication, divided into three time periods:
1994–1998 (n = 22), 1999–2003 (n = 72), and 2004–
2008 (n = 80).

9. Level of baseline task: cognitively demanding (n =
125) versus low level (e.g., presentation of fixation
cross or rest; n = 52).

10. Threshold level, divided in four categories: studies
using multiple correction and a p value of .05 or
lower (n = 69); studies using uncorrected data with
a p value of .001 or lower (n = 66); studies using a
uncorrected p value of .005 or lower with an extent
of at least 5 voxels (n= 18); and the remaining stud-
ies were placed in the category “other” (n = 21).

Some studies included more than one semantic task
or the same task with different stimuli. We examined
each task/stimulus type separately when examining the
influence of these variables on ATL activation (Factors 3
and 4). This resulted in 204 data points. For the other
factors, when a study included more then one experi-
ment, we counted each one separately only if two dif-
ferent participant groups were used. This resulted in
174 data points. In each case, the dependent variable
was whether ATL activation (unilateral or bilateral) was
found or not. For inclusion, evidence of ATL activation
had to be presented in a table or clearly in a figure.
In the first analysis, ATL activation was counted as “pres-

ent” when significant peaks or clusters were reported within
the temporal or fusiform gyri, anterior to a y-coordinate
of 0 in MNI standard space (Talairach coordinates were
transferred toMNI space using a converter based on a non-
linear transformation provided by Brett-wwwneuro03.uni-
muenster.de/ger/t2tconv/). We examined themost anterior
parts of the ATLs for two reasons: (i) the atrophy in SD is
focussed on the temporal poles, suggesting this region
has an essential role in semantic memory; and (ii) we
wanted to investigate the effect of the susceptibility arti-
fact, which is more severe in these anterior regions. How-
ever, SD atrophy usually encompasses additional areas
that are more posterior than y = 0 (Nestor et al., 2006;
Davies et al., 2004; Gorno-Tempini et al., 2004; Galton
et al., 2001; Mummery et al., 2000). Therefore, in a second
analysis focused on a more extensive ATL region, we also
included peak activations with y-coordinates between 0
and −15.
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In addition, we selected the “positive” studies (those
that observed ATL activation) and examined the coordi-
nates of peak activations in more detail. If studies included
several peaks within the ATL, each peak was included as
a separate datum. We investigated whether stimulus type
influenced the position of peak activations in the ATL,
using activation likelihood estimation (ALE; Laird et al.,
2005). We followed the procedure as described in Laird
et al. (2005). Smoothing was implemented with a 12-mm

FWHM kernel; the permutation test included 5,000 per-
mutations; the FDR was set at α= .05. This technique en-
ables estimates of the likelihood of activation in specific
voxels when inserting peak coordinates found in “positive
studies.” Therefore, we can examine if the location of
peak activations varies depending on the stimulus type
used in the task. Finally, we investigated the distribution
of peaks across the two hemispheres for verbal and non-
verbal tasks. MRIcro was used to display the activations

Table 1. Effects of Experimental Design and Analysis Variables on the Likelihood of ATL Activation

Factors

Imaging Method Included in the Meta-analysis

PET and fMRI PET Only fMRI Only

PET versus fMRI χ2(1) = 13.3, p < .001 n/a n/a

FOV less than or more than 15 cm χ2(1) = 6.2, p = .013 ns NE

Baseline task: high versus low χ2(1) = 4.6, p = .032 NE ns

ROI analysis χ2(1) = 4.7, p = .031 NE NE

Year of publication ns ns χ2(1) = 7.6, p = .006a

No. participants: high versus low ns ns ns

Size of smoothing kernel n/a ns ns

Threshold level ns ns ns

These analyses included 174 data points. ns = not significant; NE = not enough studies; n/a = not applicable.
aThis analysis did not include the oldest articles, see text.

Table 2. Effects of Task and Stimulus Type on the Likelihood of ATL Activation

Factors Details

ATL Activation

PET and fMRI PET fMRI

Task Listening, reading, naming,
semantic judgments

χ2(3) = 13.0, p = .005 NE NE

Same analysis with auditory
sentences excluded

ns NE NE

Modality Auditory versus visual χ2(1) = 18.0, p < .0001 χ2(1) = 7.1, p = .008 χ2(1) = 13.1, p = .0001

Same analysis with auditory
sentences excluded

χ2(1) = 6.3, p = .12 ns ns

Stimuli All types χ2(4) = 17.8, p = .001 NE NE

Same analysis with auditory
sentences excluded

ns NE NE

Auditory sentences versus
pictures

χ2(1) = 9.3, p = .002 NE χ2(1) = 6.8, p = .009

Auditory sentences versus
written sentences

χ2(1) = 9.0, p = .003 NE χ2(1) = 9.3, p = .002

Auditory sentences versus
auditory words

ns NE NE

Auditory sentences versus
written words

χ2(1) = 12.8, p = .001 NE χ2(1) = 12.0, p = .001

These analyses included 204 data points. ns = not significant; NE = not enough studies.
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on an MNI template brain (www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/
mricro.html).

RESULTS

Tables 1 and 2 provide an overview of the results. (1) Stud-
ies using PET were substantially more likely to reveal ATL
activation than those using fMRI. This effect, depicted in
Figure 1, presumably reflects signal loss and distortion
in ATL regions due to the magnetic susceptibility artifact.
(2) Studies with whole-brain coverage (e.g., FOV of 15 cm
or greater) were more likely to show ATL activation than
studies using an FOV of less then 15 cm. A restriction of the
FOV might explain why quite a few PET studies do not
find ATL activation, despite the absence of signal loss/
distortion (although the current data did not show a sig-
nificant effect of FOV in PET studies separately). (3) Stud-
ies including high baseline tasks weremore likely to show
ATL activation than studies using a low baseline tasks
such as rest or fixation cross. (4) The inclusion of ATLs
as an ROI significantly increased the likelihood of finding
ATL activation. (5) Recent (2004–2008) fMRI studies were
more likely to show ATL activation than older studies

(1999–2003). (There were insufficient fMRI studies from
1994 to 1998, so this date range was removed from the
analysis.) This improvement over time might reflect im-
provements in MR equipment and methods; however,
recent studies were also more likely to use auditory sen-
tences as stimuli. Auditory sentences were somewhat
more likely to show ATL activation than other types of
stimuli (see below), which could account for this effect.
In agreement with this, the effect of study date disap-
peared when sentence listening tasks were excluded
from the analysis.
The current meta-analyses did not find a significant in-

fluence of the following factors: number of participants,
size of the smoothing kernel, and statistical threshold
level. Although these factors are highly likely to influence
the outcome of imaging studies, the examined studies
were different in multiple ways, making it difficult to pick
up all sources of variation. In addition, there were insuff-
icient studies using semantic stimuli at the specific level to
examine thehypothesis that specific-level concepts aremore
likely to show ATL activation than basic-level concepts.
Table 2 shows the effects of stimulus type and seman-

tic task. There was an influence of stimulus type: Auditory
sentences were more likely to show ATL activation than

Figure 1. Counts of fMRI
and PET that did and did not
yield significant ATL activation.

Figure 2. Counts of imaging
studies showing ATL for
different stimulus types.
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other stimuli combined (see Figure 2). This effect was
eliminated when auditory sentences were excluded from
the analysis, suggesting that all other verbal and non-
verbal stimulus types were equally likely to induce ATL
activation. Studies using spoken sentences were more
likely to show ATL activation compared with pictures, writ-
ten sentences, and written words. However, the effect of
stimulus type was not significant when comparing spoken
sentences and spoken words. In addition, there were ef-
fects of task and sensory modality: (i) listening tasks were
more likely to yield ATL activation compared with other
tasks, and (ii) auditory tasks were more likely to show
ATL activation then visual tasks. Both of these effects re-
sulted from the inclusion of auditory sentences (and were
not obtained when these stimuli were excluded from the
analysis).
Why is auditory sentence comprehension more likely

than any other task to elicit ATL activation? There are three
possibilities. First, some researchers have suggested that
the ATL is specialized for the computation of combinato-
rial meaning (Hickok& Poeppel, 2007). Thus, deriving the
overarching meaning from a spoken sentence might en-
gage the ATL region. Second, a less exciting but equally
plausible suggestion is that ATL activation will be stronger
when this region is working more vigorously, for exam-
ple, by processing a string of rapidly presented stimuli
(thewords within a sentence) or fine-grained semantic dis-
tinctions. This would fit with studies that have found
ATL activation in nonsentence but rapidly presented visual
stimuli (e.g., Devlin et al., 2000) and those that have con-
trasted different levels of semantic specificity (e.g., Rogers
et al., 2006). Both the first and the second possibilities
do not seem to fit so well with the finding from this meta-
analysis that written sentence tasks are not more likely
than other tasks to elicit ATL activation. This apparent
contradiction should be treated with caution, however,
because the other identified factors that influence the
likelihood of ATL activation work to the advantage of
auditory-based tasks. Thus, the third explanation follows
from the proposal that auditory–verbal information is
processed in themore superior aspects of the ATL, which
is favored in the current analysis for several reasons: (i) this
region is less affected by the magnetic susceptibility arti-
fact than the inferior part of ATL; (ii) this area will be in-
cluded in the imaging acquisition even with a restricted
FOV; and (iii) the analyses above only examined ATL acti-
vation when y was anterior to 0. This might have favored
superior peaks within the ATLs because the temporal lobe
is tilted along the y-axis. In a second analysis, we examined
peak activations with a y-value between 0 and−15 (16 ad-
ditional studies) but the results were unchanged.
In the next analysis, we examined whether the distribu-

tions of the peak activations were influenced by stimulus
type using ALE (Laird et al., 2005). Figure 3A shows the
ALE results for each input modality. A key result from the
ALE analysis was that pictorial and verbal tasks produced
overlapping peaks especially in the ATLs. It should be

noted that it is only possible to include the positive imag-
ing results in the ALE analysis, and so if there are system-
atic bases in the literature (e.g., FOV, imagingmethod, etc.,
see previous section above), then these will be reflected in
the ALE maps. For example, it could be that the lack of
peaks within the inferior, anterior aspects of the tem-
poral lobe sections in Figure 3A reflects limited FOV
and susceptibility artifacts in fMRI. The second result
from the ALE analysis was that where there were signifi-
cant differences in the most anterior temporal areas (see
Figure 3B), these were graded differences in the sense
that the region was activated by both pictorial and verbal
tasks with a superior–inferior gradation such that the dis-
tribution of peaks tended to be more superior for verbal
tasks and the distribution for picture tasks was skewed
inferiorly. Moving posteriorly, the distributions for verbal
and pictorial tasks became gradually more distinct, with a
clearer separation of superior-verbal peaks and inferior-
pictorial peaks. These results are consistent with Plautʼs
(2002) computational model in which function within a
general semantic system is graded by the connection dis-
tance. This differential connectivity produces graded spe-
cialization such that areas closest to input modalities
(verbal, visual, etc.) are relatively more important for se-
mantic tasks in that domain, whereas regions furthest from
any input (e.g., the ATL) are most multimodal.

To ensure that this second result (graded specializa-
tion) did not reflect technical issues alone, we examined
whether peaks associated with verbal stimuli were more
likely have a restricted FOV than those elicited by picture
tasks. We were able to calculate the FOV for 17 picture
peaks; only 2 of these had an FOV of more than 15 cm.
Similar results were obtained for studies using visual and
auditory words; whole-brain coverage was used in 4/13
and 0/4 studies, respectively. In contrast, studies using
auditory and visual sentences (which were, on the whole,
more recent) were more likely to have unrestricted FOVs:
There was whole-brain coverage for 13/33 auditory sen-
tence peaks and 8/12 visual sentence peaks. There was a
significant difference in FOV between picture and auditory
sentence peaks,χ2(1) = 4.2, p= .04, but not between pic-
tures and other verbal tasks. Thus, although FOV issues
might contribute to the apparent tendency for auditory
sentence tasks to successfully elicit ATL activation (dis-
cussed above), this technical issue is unlikely to be the sole
cause of the inferior/superior gradation observed for pic-
tures versus verbal stimuli.

The final analysis confirmed that there was no signifi-
cant difference in the distribution of peaks across the two
hemispheres for semantic tasks involving pictures, single
words, and sentences (combining visual and auditory
presentation)—the ALE maps clearly demonstrate a bilat-
eral distribution of peaks (see Figure 3). Instead, all stim-
uli types resulted in slightly more left than right-sided
peaks. This is summarized in Figure 4. These findings
are consistent with the notion of an amodal semantic sys-
tem in bilateral ATLs.
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DISCUSSION

Although studies of patients with SD and HSVE suggest
that the bilateral ATLs are a critical substrate for semantic
memory, functional neuroimaging studies have not con-
sistently observed activation in this region. In contrast,
other areas within the semantic network ( left inferior
frontal and temporo-parietal cortex) are reliably activated,
and these areas also converge with the findings from apha-
siological research. As a consequence, some researchers
consider the ATLs to form a “semantic hub” (Lambon
Ralph et al., 2009; Lambon Ralph & Patterson, 2008;

Patterson et al., 2007; Rogers et al., 2004), whereas other
influential models of the neural basis of semantic memory
do not ascribe a key role to this brain region (Martin, 2007;
Catani & Ffytche, 2005; Booth et al., 2002). We conducted
a meta-analysis to investigate potential causes of this in-
consistency in the neuroimaging literature. Specifically,
we identified several methodological factors that influence
the likelihood of observing ATL activation in PET and fMRI
studies, helping to clarify the role of this region in seman-
tic cognition.
One key finding was that PET studies were considerably

more likely to observe ATL activation than fMRI. The fMRI

Figure 3. ALE results for
ATL voxels. (A) ALE overall
results for picture (yellow) and
verbal tasks (blue). (B) ALE
subtractions—relative
differences between picture
(yellow) versus verbal
tasks ( blue). These slice
series show the results from
various ALE analyses. Coronal
slices are included from y = 2
to y = 22, thus covering the
anterior parts of the temporal
lobe. It should be noted that
these analyses can only be
based on positive studies —
that is, those that demonstrated
significant ATL activations. As
such, they are subject to the
same biases as found in the
literature as a whole —
including imaging modality,
magnetic susceptibility artefacts,
and FOV restrictions (see text for
details). These factors are likely
to be the cause of the lack of
inferior ATL peaks in the ALE
results (the area of maximal MR
distortion and the area most
commonly omitted if a restricted
FOV is used). Panel A shows the
ALE overlays for the distribution
of peaks in each verbal task
(yellow) against those involving
pictures (blue). Areas of overlap
can be seen in green. Panel B
shows the relative differences
between the pair of tasks — that
is, the difference is graded
rather than absolute. Note that
because ALE analyses use a
smoothing kernel, peaks within
the superior temporal region will
be smoothed and occasionally
bleed over into inferior frontal
and anterior insular areas.
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signal from ATL and orbito-frontal regions is known to be
influenced by a “susceptibility artifact,” caused by the dif-
fering magnetic susceptibilities of brain, bone, and air.
This produces signal loss and distortions, with the conse-
quence that activation in the ATL is less likely to reach the
threshold for significance (Weiskopf, Hutton, Josephs, &
Deichmann, 2006; Schmithorst et al., 2001). PET is not
sensitive to this susceptibility artifact, and this is likely to
explain why PET studies were more likely than fMRI inves-
tigations to report ATL activations for semantic tasks. This
key result from themeta-analysis aligns closely with Devlin
et al. (2000) who demonstrated significant ATL activation
in a semantic task using PET but not fMRI in a direct com-
parison of these two imaging methodologies. Future fMRI
studies might use a distortion correction and/or optimal
acquisition parameters to overcome the susceptibility arti-
fact (Embleton, Lambon Ralph, & Parker, 2006; Weiskopf
et al., 2006; Bowtell, McIntyre, Commandre, Glover, &
Mansfield, 1994). Indeed, we have recently developed a
distortion-corrected fMRI method that yielded significant
ATL activation for the semantic task of Devlin et al. (see
also Visser, Embleton, Jefferies, Parker, & Lambon Ralph,
submitted). Future studies using distortion-corrected fMRI
will allowmore detailed explorations of the role of the ATLs
in semantic cognition.
Another important finding was that restrictions of the

FOV were associated with an absence of ATL activation:
Studies that used an FOV of more than 15 cm were more
likely to report ATL activation during semantic tasks.When
the FOV is less than 15 cm, inferior parts of the ATLs may
be missed during image acquisition. As a consequence,
these imaging studies were actually unable to retrieve sig-
nals from the ATLs.
Two other aspects of the experimental design and anal-

yses also turned out to be important. First, the use of a
high baseline task compared with a low baseline task posi-
tively influenced the likelihood of ATL activation. Low
baseline tasks, such as rest or passive viewing of a fixation
cross, have been found to activate the same areas as seman-
tic tasks, possibly because of ongoing semantic processes

related to “idle thought” or internal speech (Binder et al.,
1999). Therefore, low baseline tasks are likely to remove
semantic areas in subtraction analyses. Second, studies
that included the ATL as an ROI were more likely to show
ATL activation. This suggests that neuroimaging studies
are not always sensitive enough to detect activations in
the ATL; however, ROI analyses increase statistical power
and make it more likely that ATL activation will reach the
threshold for significance.

In our meta-analysis, the likelihood of ATL activation
was also influenced by the type of semantic stimuli used.
Studies using auditory sentences were more likely to find
ATL activation than studies using other types of stimuli,
such as visual words and pictures. There are three pos-
sible reasons for this result. First, some researchers have
suggested that the ATL is specialized for the computation
of combinatorial meaning (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007).
Thus, deriving the overarching meaning from a spoken
sentence might engage the ATL region. Second, a less ex-
citing but equally plausible suggestion is that ATL acti-
vation will be stronger when this region is worked more
vigorously, for example, by processing a string of rapidly
presented stimuli (the words within a sentence) or fine-
grained semantic distinctions. This would fit with studies
that have found ATL activation in nonsentence but rap-
idly presented visual stimuli (e.g., Devlin et al., 2000)
and those that have contrasted different levels of seman-
tic specificity (e.g., Rogers et al., 2006). Third, auditory sen-
tences might benefit from the fact that auditory–verbal
information is processed in the more superior aspects of
the ATL, which is favored in the current literature for the
reasons noted above, in particular, the greater magnetic
susceptibility artifact in the inferior aspects of the ATL
and the restricted FOV used in many tasks.

Other task differences, such as the use of verbal and
nonverbal stimuli, did not influence the likelihood of
ATL activation. This fits well with the view that the ATL acts
as a semantic hub bringing together modality-specific in-
formation to form amodal semantic representations and
to compute semantic generalizations (Lambon Ralph

Figure 4. Counts of peak
activations within the left and
right ATL for different
stimuli types.
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& Patterson, 2008; Patterson et al., 2007; Rogers et al.,
2004). Several lines of evidence now converge on this con-
clusion: (1) Patients with SD and HSVE, who have damage
to the ATL, have an amodal semantic impairment affect-
ing the comprehension of words, pictures, faces, objects,
sounds, and smells (Coccia et al., 2004; Bozeat et al., 2000).
(2) Within the functional neuroimaging literature, con-
junction analyses for individual studies have revealed com-
mon areas of activation within the ATL for (i) words and
pictures (Bright, Moss, & Tyler, 2004; Vandenberghe,
Price, Wise, Josephs, & Frackowiak, 1996) and (ii) pictures
and environmental sounds (Tranel, Grabowski, Lyon, &
Damasio, 2005). (3) Recent studies have also shown that
rTMS of the ATL selectively disrupts semantic judgments
for both words and pictures (Lambon Ralph et al., 2009;
Pobric et al., 2007). A key question that arises from this
conclusion is why there is a need for an amodal ATL
contribution to semantic cognition. Although modality-
specific cortical areas play an important role in semantic
processing, information needs to be combined across
modalities to allow the correct conceptual relationships
to be discerned independent of surface similarities. This
is because semantically related objects, such as a banana
and a kiwi, may be dissimilar in several key modalities
(e.g., shape, color, texture), and so the statistical struc-
ture of modality-specific regions is only a partial guide to
semantic similarities and relationships (Lambon Ralph &
Patterson, 2008).

The current meta-analysis revealed that both words
and pictures activated both left and right ATL, with no
clear hemispheric specialization for either type of input.
This finding is again consistent with studies of SD and
HSVE, in which severe semantic impairment follows bilat-
eral damage to ATLs. Moreover, studies that have directly
compared rTMS stimulation of left versus right ATLs have
observed equivalent effects on semantic decision times
for words and pictures (Pobric et al., 2007). Given that
semantic memory is core to many of our everyday verbal
and nonverbal activities, then it may be that this bilateral
ATL representation of amodal semantics has beneficial
effects in terms of increasing the robustness of the system
to damage.

Even in an amodal system, the specific pattern of acti-
vation within the ATL might be influenced in a graded
fashion by themodality of the task due to variations in con-
nectivity withmodality-specific areas in posterior temporal
cortex (Plaut, 2002). The meta-analysis revealed that the
distribution of ATL peak activations for semantic tasks
using picture and verbal stimuli had a graded inferior–
superior difference in terms of the skew of each overlap-
ping distribution. As noted in the Introduction, inferior
regions in posterior temporal cortex are thought to be crit-
ical for visual object recognition (Chao et al., 2002, 1999;
Moore & Price, 1999; Martin et al., 1996), whereas superior
temporal areas are involved in the comprehension of spo-
ken words and sentences (Scott & Johnsrude, 2003; Scott
et al., 2000; Demonet et al., 1992). Consequently, inferior

and superior regions within the ATL might receive stron-
ger inputs from processing pathways in (i) posterior in-
ferior temporal cortex (for pictures) and (ii) superior
temporal areas (for words). A similar divergence between
pictures and auditory stimuli (including speech) in the ATL
was noted in ameta-analysis by Olson, Plotzker, and Ezzyat
(2007), focussed on social and emotional processing.
Our meta-analysis examined the location of peaks within

more extensive areas of ATL activation. Although there
were significant differences in the location of these peaks
for pictures and words, they were highly overlapping, in
line with the findings of conjunction analyses for indi-
vidual studies (Tranel et al., 2005; Bright et al., 2004;
Vandenberghe et al., 1996). This indicates that there is
not an absolute distinction between semantic processing
for different stimuli types in the ATLs. Instead, the verbal
processing stream within superior temporal cortex may
converge in the ATL on a parallel inferior temporal stream
that allows semantic access from pictures. This would al-
low the ATL to form amodal semantic representations
and make appropriate generalizations based on central se-
mantic relationships rather than superficial similarities
found in one particular domain (Lambon Ralph et al.,
2009).
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